Mon. Mar. 2nd: ICC Commons, 2:30pm - 3:30pm
“The Geopolitics of AI and Total Attention
Share: The US, China, and the Imperatives for Ethical Creativity”
Dr. Peter Hershock, Director of Asian Studies, East - West Center in Honolulu

Tues, Mar. 3rd, CH 234 [The Green Room] 11:15am - 12:10pm.
ICC, Room 201 and by zoom: https://kirkwood.zoom.us/j/154377025
“The Intelligence Revolution as Ethical Singularity: Reflections on the Attention Economy, Karmic Engines, and Our Prospects for more Humane Global Futures”
Dr. Peter Hershock, Director of Asian Studies, East - West Center in Honolulu

“Democracy and Daily Renewal: Chinese Contemplative Practice for Political Health.”
Dr. Leah Kalmanson, Associate Professor of Philosophy, Drake University